HOW TO USE PRODUCT
Car Line Sign & Car Rider Visor Sign
Write the grade and assigned number or name of the child on the Car Line Vehicle sign with a broad
tip black permanent marker for the best visibility. Allow the ink to dry for 30 seconds to avoid any
smudging before hanging.
1)

Slide the elastic band through the slit into the hole on the tab of the Car Line Vehicle
Sign or Car Rider Sign. Allow the sign to rest within the circle of the tab.

2) Place the elastic band around the passenger’s visor with the grade and number or name
of the child facing the windshield.
3) Gently slide the sign down the loop when picking up your child in the CarPool Line to
display name or assigned number of the child. When not in the Car Pool line, gently slide
the sign up the loop to store on the passenger’s visor for safe keeping.

Car Line Matching Backpack Tag
Attach the Car Line Tag to the backpack of the child with the security loop. Write the matching
grade and student assigned number on the Car Line Tag. Be sure to use a black permanent marker
for the best visibility. At a glance, staff members will recognize a Car Rider to their vehicle.

Car Pool Group
If several children are being picked up and loaded into one vehicle write the grade of each child on
the tag and the assigned Vehicle Group Number or Group Name. All children labeled as Group 001
on the CarLine Tag would get into the same vehicle which is displaying 001 on their Car Line Sign.
Some schools buy two different color signs for their car riders. One color for single car rider pick
up vehicles and one for multiple Car Riders pick up vehicles.

School Bus Tag, Walk or Wheel Tag, Before/After School Tag
Attach to the backpack of the student with the security loop. Write the bus number or stop
number on the School Bus Tag to improve efficiency. Write the program name that the child
attends on the Before/After School Tag with a black permanent marker for best visibility. At a
glance staff members and bus drivers will easily recognize where a child should be at the end of the
day.
These tags are perfect for field trips too.
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